Analysis of sample-solvent induced modifier-solute peak interactions in biochromatography using equilibrium theory and detailed simulations.
Batch liquid chromatographic columns are often equilibrated with an eluent stream being a mixture of inert compounds and so-called modifiers. The sample injected into the eluent stream usually consists of the solutes to be separated and of a mixture of the same solvents as in the eluent but in general with different concentration values. This results in two groups of peaks moving along the column: the solute peaks and the modifier pertubations. If the adsorptivity of the solute depends strongly on the modifier, as it is often the case in biochromatography, the interference between the two groups of peaks leads to peculiar phenomena like double peaks, split peaks, distorted peaks with anti-Langmurian shape, etc. In this work, these phenomena are analyzed based on an analytical solution of the equilibrium theory model and the results are compared with detailed simulations and experimental data. It is shown that the qualitative behavior is well predicted in the frame of equilibrium theory and general guidelines how to avoid these kinds of interactions are developed.